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Jaguares trample Brumbies to 
reach first Super Rugby final

BUENOS AIRES: Matias Orlando scored twice and
Joaquin Diaz Bonilla kicked 14 points as the Argentine
Jaguares routed the Australian ACT Brumbies 39-7
Friday to reach their first Super Rugby final. The South
Americans scored 20 unanswered points within 20
minutes of the semi-final in Buenos Aires, led 20-7 at
half-time and added three more tries during the sec-
ond half.

Entering the semi-final after six straight victories,
the Jaguares reacted to a 30,000 singing, clapping
crowd by winning far more comfortably than expected.
Despite the long flight across the Pacific, the Brumbies
were hopeful of making it to the final for a fourth time
having won seven consecutive matches to reach the
penultimate stage.

But they struggled in the lineouts and held an
advantage only at the scrums, where they won several
penalties and shoved the South Americans back several
times. Competing in Super Rugby for only the fourth
season, the Jaguares will  face the Canterbury
Crusaders or the Wellington Hurricanes,  in the final
next weekend.

If the Crusaders justify their season-long role of
title favourites, they will stage the final in Christchurch
while victory for the Hurricanes would mean Buenos
Aires plays hosts. Whoever emerges as champions, the
Jaguares have been the story of the season, developing
from a team that won only four of 15 matches three
seasons ago to reaching the title decider.     

“This is a dream come true,” said Jaguares and

Argentina lock Guido Petti. “We have come a long way
since a disappointing first season not too long ago.
“Each year we have improved and now we are in the
final. We are looking forward to playing the Crusaders
or the Hurricanes. 

“It would be wonderful to have the final here at our
home ground in front of such passionate supporters,
but we will not fear travelling to New Zealand.”
Brumbies skipper and fly-half Christian Lealiifano, one
of several in the Canberra team making a final appear-
ance before joining other clubs, said it was “a sad day”.

“I am really disappointed with the result, but the
Jaguares were very good and put a lot of pressure on
us which, inevitably, resulted in mistakes. “I am leaving
the Brumbies now, but my heart will be with this club
forever. I have had wonderful times here.”

The Jaguares were on the front foot from the start
and led after only five minutes when a Toni Pulu blun-
der enabled former Brumbie Tomas Cubelli to score
and Bonilla converted. A couple of Bonilla penalties
stretched the lead to 13 points before Tomas Lavanini
barged over following a line-out and Bonilla converted
for a 20-0 advantage.

Although they continued to dominate possession
and territory, the Jaguares did not score again before
half-time and the Brumbies’ first visit to the Argentine
22 proved profitable.  After sustained pressure, Folau
Fainga’a went over for his 12th try this season-a
remarkable feat for a hooker and bettered only by
Crusaders winger Sevu Reece with 13. Brumbies need-

ed to score first in the second half to have a realistic
chance of clawing back into the game, but could not
unlock a superb Jaguares defence. Instead, Orlando

(twice) and Emiliano Boffelli scored tries, two of which
Bonilla converted to the joy of the biggest crowd to
watch the Jaguares this season. — AFP

BUENOS AIRES: Argentina’s Jaguares centre Matias Orlando (C) scores a try and celebrates with teammates past
Australia’s Brumbies full back Thomas Banks (L) during their Super Rugby semifinal match at Jose Amalfitani stadi-
um in Buenos Aires. — AFP

BIRMINGHAM: India captain Virat Kohli says he rel-
ishes the intense pressure at the World Cup as he tar-
gets a win against England today that would seal a
place in the semi-finals. The two-time champions have
won five of their six league games, with one washout,
and need to win just one of their last three matches to
guarantee progress from the group phase.

Kohli, the world’s top-ranked Test and one-day
international batsman, has hit four consecutive half-
centuries and on Thursday became the fastest bats-
men to 20,000 international runs across all formats.
“I would say that’s a lie if I say I’m not under pres-
sure,” said Kohli on the eve of the match at
Edgbaston. “I’m probably good at hiding it. If I don’t
(feel pressure) then probably I don’t have enough
motivation to play anymore.

“That is the excitement that all of us carry as
international cricketers-to walk into a pressure situa-
tion and come out on top.” England are wobbling
badly after two straight defeats to Sri Lanka and
Australia and they need to beat both India and New
Zealand to guarantee a place in the semi-finals. Kohli
said he did not know why Eoin Morgan’s side, who
started the tournament as favourites, had stumbled so
badly. “Look, everyone is a bit surprised. We thought
England is probably going to dominate in their own
conditions,” said Kohli.

“But as I said at the beginning of the tournament
in the press conference, that pressure is going to be a
massive factor to handle and low scores are going to
be defended.” India have impressed at the tourna-
ment in England and Wales but their middle-order
batting has been a concern, with M.S. Dhoni and
Kedar Jadhav questioned over slow scoring in the
middle overs.

Dhoni was criticised for his 52-ball 28 against
Afghanistan, a game that India won by 11 runs, but
Kohli defended the veteran wicketkeeper-batsman and
the other players. “That discussion is always going to
go on because we’ve had such a strong top order that
these guys have hardly had a chance to bat,” said
Kohli. “We’re not looking too much into it. He (Dhoni)
knows exactly what he needs to do.” — AFP

Kohli thriving 
under pressure

‘Each year we have improved and now we are in the final’

HEADINGLEY: The International Cricket Council has
said it will take action against any fans involved in
“scuffles” before the Cricket World Cup match between
Pakistan and Afghanistan at Headingley yesterday.

Videos shared on social media showed supporters of
both countries fighting outside the venue and security
personnel being forced to intervene, while
ESPNcricinfo reported that at least two fans had been
evicted from the ground.

“We are aware of some scuffles among a minority of
fans and are currently working with the venue security
team and the local police force, West Yorkshire Police,
to ensure there are no further incidents,” an ICC
spokesperson said.

“We do not condone this type of behaviour, and will
take appropriate action against any anti-social behav-
iour that spoils the enjoyment for the majority of fans.”
Local media reported that the trouble started when a
plane towing the message ‘Justice for Balochistan’ flew
over the venue. Balochistan is the largest province in
Pakistan and borders Afghanistan to the north.

“We work with local police forces around the coun-
try to prevent this type of incident occurring and were
assured that given Headingley is under the flight path
for the Leeds Bradford Airport it would not be an
issue,” the spokesperson added.—Reuters

ICC to take action 
after fans clash at 
Pak-Afghan match

LONDON: Former New Zealand paceman Iain O’Brien
says the inability of opposition teams to read “flatline”
captain Kane Williamson is a huge asset to the Black
Caps at the World Cup.

Williamson has been leading from the front in style
heading at Lord’s against reigning champions Australia,
who beat the Black Caps in the 2015 final. One of the
world’s leading batsmen, he has scored 414 runs in the
tournament so far at an average of 138, including
match-winning hundreds against South Africa and the
West Indies.

“You just expect him to do well and he expects him-
self to do well, hence you don’t see a lot of emotion

from him either when he fails or when he succeeds,”
O’Brien told AFP. “He’s just so flatline. It’s kind of great
to see. In terms of the New Zealand captaincy, (Daniel)
Vettori before him was similar-you just can’t read him.

“Not letting your emotion get involved is a massive
asset for what Kane does and how he succeeds.”
Reflecting on the tournament as a whole, O’Brien said it
was no surprise to see Pakistan, who won the 2017
Champions Trophy in England and Wales, making a late
surge for a semi-final place.

“I had them in my top four pre-tournament, because
of the Champions Trophy here two years ago and it’s
pretty much the same team,” he said. “You ride the ups
and downs with Pakistan and that’s brilliant,” said
O’Brien, who was speaking at an event at the Oval in
London to raise funds for the redevelopment of
Christchurch’s Hagley Oval in the South Island of New
Zealand.

Pre-tournament favourites England, however, have
lost their past two matches, against Sri Lanka and
Australia, to leave their hopes of a first World Cup title
in the balance. And another defeat, by an unbeaten

India side, on Sunday would leave them on the brink of
a first-round exit.

“England have been, regretfully, the best team in the
competition but can’t get it right,” said O’Brien.  “I think
they are just suffering under the burden of expectation
and their own expectation.” O’Brien, who now lives in
England, had little time for suggestions that an unusual-
ly wet start to the English season had hampered Eoin
Morgan’s men by leaving them to play on surfaces with
greater movement for bowlers rather than on the true,
hard, pitches that favour their aggressive batting style.   

“If they didn’t expect tough pitches at this time of
the summer in England and Wales, then I think they
haven’t done their prep right,” said O’Brien.  “They
should have expected wickets that weren’t going to be
400 (ones on which teams scored 400 runs). But they
are still good enough, they’ve still got the best team in
the tournament given any surface.

“As soon as they click, they’ll be fine and they’ve got
two games to click (against India and New Zealand). If
they don’t... but they are still my favourite team to win
the competition, which is stupid.”  — AFP
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BIRMINGHAM: How has it come to this? It’s a question
many England fans will be asking now their side’s World
Cup hopes are in the balance. An England side widely
tipped to end their World Cup drought by triumphing on
home soil find themselves facing the very real prospect of
a first-round exit heading into their match against unbeat-
en India at Edgbaston today.

England, despite coming into the World Cup as the top-
ranked side in one-day internationals, have lost three pool
matches, including their last two, against Sri Lanka and
reigning champions Australia.

Another defeat by Virat Kohli’s India would leave them
on the brink of a first-round exit ahead of their concluding
match in the 10-team round-robin phase against New
Zealand. To make matters worse for the home side,
England opener Jonny Bairstow has found himself involved
in a public row with former captain Michael Vaughan, who
labelled his fellow Yorkshire cricketer’s claim that people
are waiting for the hosts to fail at the World Cup “nega-
tive” and “pathetic”.

England’s white-ball revival from the depths of their
first-round exit at the 2015 World Cup was built on
aggressive top-order batting that saw them compile huge
totals. But they have been unable to adjust their game on
the more bowler-friendly surfaces at this World Cup,
where lower totals and a more old-fashioned approach of
not losing early wickets and then accelerating has been the
policy of successful sides such as Australia.

Now they are set to face India’s spinners on an
Edgbaston pitch that generally provides more turn than
any other World Cup venue. England’s two most recent
defeats have coincided with the absence through a ham-
string injury of Jason Roy, with replacement James Vince
struggling to fill the gap left by the Surrey opener.

Vince is only in the squad because England ditched
regular back-up batsman Alex Hales for a second positive
test for recreational drug use-a decision taken on the
grounds of maintaining team “culture” that they could live
to regret. “We know we can perform better as a group and
Jason is a fantastic player to have available. It would be a
boost to have him play “ England’s Jos Buttler said at
Edgbaston on Friday. England’s dilemma was summed up
by Ben Stokes after his 89 failed to prevent a 64-run
defeat by Australia at Lord’s on Tuesday. “We just need to
adjust to situations and then conditions, but we are not for
one minute going to take a backward step,” he said.

Former England captain Mike Atherton, writing in The
Times, said: “It requires thought and intelligence to adapt,
without sacrificing the intent that is fundamental to their
approach-a tricky balance.”

Buttler said the side were capable of handling the
stresses of tournament play, saying “pressure is a privi-
lege”. Adding to England’s problems are injury fears over
fast bowler Jofra Archer (side) and leg-spinner Adil Rashid
(shoulder), while Sunday’s match may well feel like an
away game given India fans could constitute the majority
of the Edgbaston crowd. Two-times champions India, by
contrast, will guarantee a place in the semi-finals if they
win, although there are concerns they are too reliant on
Kohli for runs. “At the top of the order, Rohit Sharma has
not fired the last couple of times, and that means KL Rahul
needs to do more,” said former India opener
Krishnamachari Srikkanth. “Everyone knows he is capable
of doing it, he has done it before and will need to correct
his course.” So too will England. — AFP

England’s WCup 
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BIRMINGHAM: England’s captain Eoin Morgan takes part in a training session at Edgbaston in
Birmingham, central England yesterday, ahead of their 2019 Cricket World Cup group stage match
against India. —AFP

UDINE: Germany star Luca Waldschmidt will be look-
ing to set a new goal-scoring record as the defending
champions take on Spain in today’s final of the
European under-21 championships in Udine.

Waldschmidt has scored seven goals so far in the
tournament and one more would see him overtake
Swede Marcus Berg’s record achieved in 2009 for the
most scored at the continental championships.

“What matters more is the title,” insisted
Walschmidt, who has emerged as one of the stars of the
tournament which also doubled as a qualifier for the
2020 Olympics. It is estimated that the 23-year-old’s
value has tripled from the five million euros ($5.7 mil-
lion) paid last summer by Bundesliga club Freiburg,
where he scored nine goals in his first season.

But the Vespa-loving player whose full name is actu-
ally the Italian ‘Gian Luca’ has come into his own in
Italy. Waldschmidt scored a hat-trick against Serbia in
the group stage and a brace against Romania in the
semi-finals.

Coach Stefan Kuntz insisted however there was
more to his team than Waldschmidt. “(Waldschmidt)
had a great performance, but I don’t want to single out
one of my players,” said Kuntz after the semi-finals in
Bologna.

“It’s the group that’s important, even those who
didn’t play a minute are also important for the team
spirit.” Waldschmidt conceded he was feeling more at
ease ahead of today’s match in the north-eastern town
of Udine which will be a repeat of the title showdown
two years ago. “When you come from behind in a
semi-final against such a good side it gives you confi-
dence,” he said ahead of Germany’s bid for a third
continental title. Spain last lifted the trophy in 2013
and are bidding to match Italy’s record of f ive
European titles. The ‘Rojita’ have their own star in
Real Madrid midfield maestro Dani Ceballos, among
the stand-out players in Spain’s run to the final as he
was in Poland two years ago.

Ceballos, 22, has scored two goals and provided two
assists so far, with the Spanish sweeping past France 4-
1 in the semi-finals. “This team is getting better with
every match,” said coach Luis De la Fuente, whose side
had started the tournament with a defeat by Italy.

“I have a team that is growing, which is capable of
overcoming difficult moments. “The defeat against Italy
made us stronger. I don’t think my players are yet at
their maximum.” Temperatures in Udine should be
slightly cooler than during the semi-finals with fore-
casts of 35 degrees Celsius (95 degrees Fahrenheit) for
the town on the border with Slovenia. —AFP
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